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 combined journalistic and cinematograph enterprise. Mr. Barnes, who supplies
 the narrative, is apparently a citizen of the United States. He does not inspire
 confidence by such spellings as Rewenzori, Uashu Neru, the Abadare Range, and
 Lake Navassha, but as an observer and commentator he combines the gifts of
 sympathy and shrewdness. Some of Stanley's old followers were encountered
 during the journey through Belgian Congo. At Matadi the travellers sought
 out the grave of E. J. Glave, which was found with difficulty and had evidently
 long been neglected. The cinematograph part of the business was in the
 capable hands of Mr. Cherry Kearton, but even he had to admit defeat in the
 Congo forest. In the course of the journey, however, he obtained many excellent
 photographs, and the illustrations are one of the chief features of the book.
 There are nearly half as many plates as there are pages of text. These illustra-
 tions cover the ordinary range of subjects; pictures of animal life are compara-
 tively few.

 AUSTRALASIA AND PACIFIC ISLANDS.

 AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES.

 'Native Tribes of the Northern Territory of Australia.' By Baldwin Spencer. Mac-
 millan & Co. 1914.

 In this book Professor Baldwin Spencer has given us the first connected account
 of the ethnography of the Northern Territory of Australia, and it is scarcely
 necessary to say that it will rank along with his other works as a model of original
 investigation in the field. When one remembers that the Northern Territory
 equals in extent four and a half times that of Great Britain, it is obvious that
 there must be considerable differences in geographical conditions which will have
 their effect on the human inhabitants, and, as was to be expected, there are wide
 divergences between the customs in the various areas. Professor Spencer states
 that only very rarely indeed is seen any trace of Malay blood in the popu-
 lation of the northern coast islands despite popular belief to the contrary, and
 though there are certain distinctive elements in the culture of the Melville islanders,
 for example, it is fundamentally similar to the culture of Australia as a whole.
 There is, however, nothing distinctly Malayan about it, nor can Mr. S. H. Ray
 find any evidence of Malayan influence in their language. The complex character
 of " Australian " culture is now recognized, and the endeavour is being made to
 discover what elements belong to each culture-layer, what are the relative ages of
 the cultures, and whence they came. It is evident that there have been several
 culture-drifts, if not actual migrations of considerable bodies of men, all of which
 have helped to build up that Australian type of culture which has been described
 so frequently as homogeneous in character and peculiar to Australia. The precise
 and abundant information presented in this book not only serves to fill up a wide
 gap in our knowledge of the sociology and religion of Australia, but it affords
 valuable data for the consideration of the wider problems. The material culture
 is adequately dealt with by means of careful descriptions and numerous illus-
 trations of implements, weapons, ornaments, and the like, and these form a basis
 for profitable comparison with the arts and crafts of other parts of Australia, as
 indeed with those of other countries. There is so much of importance in this
 book that it is impossible to give an enumeration of the chief points; in any
 case it would be superfluous, as every one interested in the ethnology of primitive
 people as a matter of course will study anything that Professor Spencer writes.

 A. C. H.

 'A Geography of Australasia.' By Griffith Taylor. (The Oxford Geo-
 graphies. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1914. Pp. 176. Maps. ls. 6d.) In
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 various respects this book is an improvement upon the same author's 'Australia,
 Physiographic and Economic,' in the same series, although it is somewhat more
 elementary. It is less full than the other work and is none the worse for that,
 for it is also less discursive; the geographical causes and effects are handled with
 a firmer grip. The maps and diagrams are generally much improved. It was
 no doubt difficult, within so limited a space, to afford proportionate treatment
 to the continent of Australia, and to the other much smaller constituents of
 Australasia, but it cannot but be felt that the treatment of New Zealand and
 the lesser islands, compressed within little more than two dozen pages, is rather
 perfunctory.

 'New Zealand: its History, Commerce, and Industrial Resources.' Com-
 piled by Somerset Playne and others. (London: Foreign and Colonial Compiling
 and Publishing Co. 1912-13. Pp. 700. Map and Illustrations. 25s.) The
 scope of this sumptuous volume is sufficiently indicated by its title. Geo-
 graphy, except as represented by a mostly illegible map, finds little place in it,
 but as a work of reference on many subjects cognate to geography, it possesses
 considerable value, and clearly great pains have been taken to make it up to
 date and to illustrate it worthily.

 POLAR REGIONS.

 'The Voyages of Captain Scott.' By C. Turley; with an Introduction by
 Sir J. M. Barrie. (London: Smith, Elder. 1914. Pp. viii., 440. Map and
 Illustrations. 6s.) This selection from Scott's narratives of his two journeys,
 with references to other publications concerning them, should be welcomed for
 the judicious choice of material which has been made in order to help the
 general reader, and especially boys and girls, to a proper appreciation of them
 as magnificent efforts of organization and physical endurance, quite apart from
 their scientific importance. The compiler has done his work with commendable
 self-effacement and excellent literary judgment, and Sir J. M. Barrie's introduc-
 tion provides a pleasant remembrance of Scott's boyhood and earlier manhood.

 MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

 DEW-PONDS.

 Dew-ponds: History, Observation, and Experiment.' By Edward A. Martin.
 London: T. Werner Laurie. [1915.] Illustrations. 6s. net.

 It will be remembered that Mr. Martin read two papers, embodying the
 results of his experiments on the dew-ponds of the Sussex Downs, before the
 Research Department of the Royal Geographical Society, which were subse-
 quently printed in this Journal for August, 1909, and October, 1910. In the
 first of these papers Mr. Martin suspended judgment concerning the origin of
 the ponds, although inclining towards the dew theory, but subsequent investi-
 gation has led him to the conclusion that in the technical or meteorological
 sense of the term, dew has practically nothing whatever to do with the upkeep
 of the ponds, and that they should more properly be styled mist or fog-ponds.

 The work before us is an excellent treatise on the subject, comprising, in
 addition to the author's own experiments and observations, information as to
 the age, history, and construction of such ponds, and a discussion of their hitherto
 mysterious origin.

 Many persons uninitiated in the subject have no doubt often been perplexed
 about the necessity of calling in such minor agencies as dew to replenish upland
 ponds, which are open to the obvious supply of water from direct rainfall even
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